
unsatisfactory for both systems, because a

likelihood ratio test strongly favors the mod-

el with migration limitation in both cases

Efor Amazon: c2 0 24.6, 1 degree of freedom

(d.f.), P G 0.001; for CFR: c2 0 19.4, 1 d.f.,

P G 0.001^.
Estimates of Q can be converted to esti-

mates of per capita speciation rate if it is pos-

sible to estimate the number of individuals in

the metacommunity. With a much larger area,

the Amazon rain forest metacommunity al-

most certainly contains at least as many indi-

viduals as does fynbos, which covers G50,000

km2. The high estimates for Q thus imply a

substantially higher per capita speciation rate

in the CFR. These results are consistent with

the prevailing view that the western CFR is an

extremely migration-limited system with ex-

traordinarily high speciation rates. Each of the

local communities in our data set is an iden-

tifiable subregion of the CFR that consists of a

range of hills or mountains and adjacent low-

lands. Thus, the CFR metacommunity is topo-

graphically fragmented, which predicts low

migration rates, consistent with our results.

With these low migration rates, it is likely that

local communities will be sufficiently isolated

to allow ecological drift to cause divergence

among communities, because few individuals

per generation will be exchanged (19). Fur-

ther, populations of individual species will be

genetically isolated, so that genetic drift will

tend to cause divergence and the formation of

new species. Thus, our results support the view

that the fynbos metacommunity consists of

topographical islands isolated not by water but

by drier lowlands. This pattern contrasts sharply

with that found in tropical rain forests, which

exhibit high connectivity over long distances.

Within the CFR, the association of the highest

values of Q, and thus speciation rates, with the

lowest migration rates supports the view that

isolation over short spatial scales (1 to 100 km)

has played a role in generating, as well as

structuring, the high diversity of the CFR.
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Generating Electricity While
Walking with Loads

Lawrence C. Rome,1,2* Louis Flynn,1 Evan M. Goldman,1

Taeseung D. Yoo1

We have developed the suspended-load backpack, which converts mechanical
energy from the vertical movement of carried loads (weighing 20 to 38
kilograms) to electricity during normal walking [generating up to 7.4 watts, or a
300-fold increase over previous shoe devices (20 milliwatts)]. Unexpectedly,
little extra metabolic energy (as compared to that expended carrying a rigid back-
pack) is required during electricity generation. This is probably due to a com-
pensatory change in gait or loading regime, which reduces the metabolic power
required for walking. This electricity generation can help give field scientists,
explorers, and disaster-relief workers freedom from the heavy weight of replace-
ment batteries and thereby extend their ability to operate in remote areas.

Over the past century, humans have become

increasingly dependent on technology, particu-

larly electronic devices. During the past decade,

electronic devices have become more mobile,

enabling people to use medical, communica-

tion, and Global Positioning System (GPS)

devices as they move around cities or in the

wilderness. At present, all of these devices are

powered by batteries, which have a limited

energy storage capacity and add considerable

weight. Although substantial progress has been

made in reducing the power requirements of

devices and increasing the power densities of

batteries, there has not been a breakthrough in

the parallel development of a portable and

renewable human-driven energy source (1, 2).

The combination of limited energy and the

large weight of batteries poses the most criti-

cal problem for individuals having high elec-

tricity demands in remote areas and who are

already carrying heavy loads (such as field sci-

entists or explorers on prolonged expeditions).

At present, replacement batteries may make up

a substantial proportion (as much as 25%) of

the very heavy packs (936 kg or 80 lbs) that

such users must carry (3). To help solve this

problem, we developed a passive device, the

suspended-load backpack, which extracts me-

chanical energy from the vertical movement of

the load during walking and converts it to elec-

tricity for powering portable devices.

During terrestrial locomotion, the environ-

ment does no work on the body (except for the

small force of aerodynamic drag) and converse-

ly, humans do no work on the environment.

Rather, almost all of the mechanical work is

generated and dissipated inside the body (4, 5).

This makes it exceedingly difficult to cap-

ture mechanical energy to drive an electrical

energy conversion apparatus, because the de-

vice would need to be either surgically placed

within the body or attached to the outside of the

body (such as an exoskeleton), which would

affect the person_s maneuverability and com-

fort. Therefore, researchers in the field have

focused on putting devices in the only acces-
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sible location: the shoe. Such Bheel-strike[
devices, however, have permitted only small

levels of electrical energy generation (10 to

20 mW) (2, 6). The primary reason for this

limitation is that on a hard surface, essentially

no mechanical work (force times distance) is

done at the foot/ground contact point, because

under normal circumstances the point of verti-

cal force application does not move in the ver-

tical plane (that is, distance 0 È0).

Although one can make the shoe compliant

so that the foot moves a small distance because

of compression of the sole and heel (7), this is

problematic because increasing compliance

leads to declining maneuverability and stabil-

ity. Although considerable effort has gone into

developing exotic energy-generating technolo-

gies for shoe devices (8), the small magnitude

of the mechanical energy source remains a

limitation.

We recognized that the vertical movement

of a heavy load in the gravitational field during

walking represents a heretofore untapped

source of mechanical energy and a potential

opportunity to generate substantial levels of

electricity. During walking, a person moves like

an inverted pendulum (4, 5, 9): One foot is put

down and then the body vaults over it, causing

the hip to move up and down by 4 to 7 cm

(10) (Fig. 1). Thus, if one is carrying a load in

a backpack, because it is fixed to the body, it

has to go up and down the same vertical

distance (Fig. 1). A considerable amount of

mechanical energy must be transferred (or gen-

erated de novo by the muscles) if the load is

heavy. In the case of a 36-kg load, 18 J of me-

chanical energy transfer (or work) accompanies

each step (assuming 5 cm displacement), and at

two steps sj1, this is equivalent to 35 W. Al-

though this represents a large potential source of

mechanical energy, it is also inaccessible if the

load is rigidly attached to the body. We rea-

soned that decoupling the load from the body

would allow the differential movement (be-

tween the load and the body) necessary for

mechanical energy extraction and ultimately

electricity production. We therefore designed

a device, the suspended-load backpack (Fig.

2), that could be interposed between the body

and the load, resulting in differential move-

ment (Fig. 2) and the potential for generating

a considerable amount of electrical energy.

Figure 3 shows the displacement and elec-

trical output from the generator of a person

walking with a 38-kg load (11). In this trial, the

relative movement of the load with respect to

the pack frame was approximately 4.5 cm (top

panel). The linear velocity of the rack, in turn,

drove the generator (a 25:1 geared dc motor)

up to È5000 rpm. The middle panel shows the

voltage output of the generator. In these exper-

iments, the output of the generator ran through

a fixed Bload[ resistor (25 ohms), and hence

the electrical power, calculated as voltage2/

resistance, is shown in the bottom panel. The

average electrical power in this trace is 5.6 W.

This determination of electrical power was

confirmed by joule heating experiments (11).

Six male participants walked at speeds

ranging from of 4.0 to 6.4 km hourj1 (2.5 to

4.0 mph) while carrying 20-, 29-, and 38-kg

loads in addition to the fixed portion of the

instrumented pack frame, which weighed 5.6

kg (12). Average electrical power increased

with walking speed and generally increased

with the weight of the load in the pack (Fig. 4).

Further, while walking up a 10% incline,

electrical power generation for a given load

and speed was equal to or greater than that on

the flat (13). The maximum electrical power

output obtained on the flat was 7.37 W (TSE 0
0.49, n 0 6 participants), or about 300 times

higher than previously published values gen-

Fig. 1. Humans use an inverted
pendulum mode of walking, in
which the hip traces out an arc
over an extended leg with a
vertical excursion (DH) of ap-
proximately 5 cm. A backpack
load rigidly attached to the body
would undergo the same vertical
excursion. This excursion drives
electricity generation.

Fig. 2. In the suspended-load backpack, the pack frame is fixed to the body, but the load, mounted
on the load plate, is suspended by springs (red) from the frame (blue) (A). During walking, the load
is free to ride up and down on bushings constrained to vertical rods (B) (11). Electricity generation
was accomplished by attaching a toothed rack to the load plate, which when moving up and down
during walking, meshed with a pinion gear mounted on a geared dc motor, functioning as a
generator, rigidly attached to the backpack frame.
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erated from shoe devices (10 to 20 mW) (2, 6).

The mechanical power removed by the gener-

ator (and gears) is the product of the average

force exerted on the rack (F
rack

), the displace-

ment of the load with respect to the pack frame

(dl
rack

) (11), and the step frequency. Mechan-

ical power into the generator increased with

speed and load in a similar fashion as electrical

power output. Hence, the efficiency of con-

version of mechanical energy to electrical en-

ergy (that is, electrical power output divided by

mechanical power input) was nearly constant

(30 to 40%) over this range of speeds and loads.

To power portable devices (or charge bat-

teries), the alternating polarity of the voltage

and current (Fig. 3) must be rectified, which

the suspended-load backpack can accomplish

with little reduction (È5%) in electrical power

output (fig. S1) (11). Hence, using circuitry for

voltage smoothing, the suspended-load back-

pack can power multiple devices such as cell

phones or GPS receivers, both of which use

less than 1 W (11).

If generating electricity while wearing the

backpack markedly increased metabolic rate,

the device would be of limited use. Indeed, one

would expect that because mechanical energy is

continuously removed from the system by the

generator, the muscles would need to perform

additional mechanical work during electricity

generation in order to replace it. For instance, the

mechanical power input to the generator is 12.15

W while walking at 5.6 km hourj1 and carrying

a 29-kg load (table S3). Because the maximum

efficiency of mechanical power production by

human muscle is about 25% (14, 15), if the

body movement was otherwise the same, one

might anticipate a minimum increase of 48.6 W

in metabolic power input. We measured the rate

of O
2

consumption (V̇O2) and CO
2

production

(V̇CO2) of participants walking with the back-

pack in two configurations: locked (no relative

movement, mechanical energy loss, nor elec-

trical energy generation) and unlocked (normal

relative movement and electricity generation) in

a repeated, paired protocol (11) specifically de-

signed to resolve small differences. We found

that the metabolic rate increase (Dmetabolic

power input) compared to that with the locked

backpack was only about 19.1 W (table S1)

(11), which is much less than would be pre-

dicted, providing an Bapparent efficiency[
of mechanical work production of È63%

(table S3).

On the one hand, these results indicate that

electricity can be generated metabolically more

cheaply than anticipated. But on the other hand,

they suggest that there must be some change in

gait or loading regime while walking with the

unlocked backpack, which causes a reduction of

29.5 W (48.6 minus 19.1 W) or about 3/5 of the

metabolic power required for doing work

against the generator. Considerable savings in

metabolic cost have been previously reported in

African women carrying loads on their heads

and attributed to more efficient transfer between

kinetic and potential energy (16). Although the

precise mechanism of compensation in our

study remains a mystery, an initial kinematic

analysis revealed significant alterations in the

biomechanics of walking that could be at the

root of the reduction in metabolism. In partic-

ular, although there was no change in step

frequency, the averaged vertical displacement

of the hip during each step was 67.4 mm for

the locked condition but only about 55.5 mm,

or 11.9 mm less, for the unlocked condition

(table S3). Further, there was an 11.8% (TSE 0
1.67%, n 0 4 participants, P 0 0.008) reduction

in the peak force exerted by the load back onto

the person, as well as a change in phasing of

this force with respect to the gait cycle (fig.

S2). Because these factors will affect the mag-

nitude and time course of forces, as well as the

position of the center of mass, they will likely

affect the amount of positive work that must be

performed during the Bdouble-support phase,[
a major determinant of the cost of walking

(17–21).

Finally, despite the smaller than predicted

Dmetabolic power input, individuals may have

to carry extra food in order to power electricity

generation. This weight, however, is negligible

compared to the weight of batteries required to

generate the same electrical energy. The specif-

ic energy of food (3.9 � 107 J kgj1) (22) is

about 100-fold greater than the specific energy

of lithium batteries (4.1 � 105 J kgj1) (1) and

35-fold greater than that of zinc-air batteries

(1.1 � 106 J kgj1). Given that the Bmetabolic

efficiency of electricity generation[ (electric-

ity power output/Dmetabolic power input) is

19.5% (table S3), the extra food to be used

for generating electricity would require about

20- and 6.8-fold less weight than lithium and

zinc-air batteries, respectively (23). Hence, the

longer the expedition, the greater the weight

savings (24). Further, the È12% reduction in

peak force exerted on the body by a given

load (fig. S2), as well as the potential for using

some of the extracted mechanical energy di-

rectly for cooling the user (such as through

forced air ventilation with a fan or pumping of

a coolant) would provide additional ergonom-

ic benefits to the user.

Throughout history, humans have solved

many problems by inventing passive devices to

enhance the movements made by their muscles

(such as springy bamboo poles to carry loads or

skis to move through the snow) (25, 26). The

suspended-load backpack is another passive

device that may help solve a growing problem

in the 21st century.
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Accurate Multiplex Polony
Sequencing of an Evolved

Bacterial Genome
Jay Shendure,1*. Gregory J. Porreca,1*. Nikos B. Reppas,1

Xiaoxia Lin,1 John P. McCutcheon,2,3 Abraham M. Rosenbaum,1

Michael D. Wang,1 Kun Zhang,1 Robi D. Mitra,2 George M. Church1

We describe a DNA sequencing technology in which a commonly available,
inexpensive epifluorescence microscope is converted to rapid nonelectrophoretic
DNA sequencing automation. We apply this technology to resequence an evolved
strain of Escherichia coli at less than one error per million consensus bases. A
cell-free, mate-paired library provided single DNA molecules that were amplified
in parallel to 1-micrometer beads by emulsion polymerase chain reaction.
Millions of beads were immobilized in a polyacrylamide gel and subjected to
automated cycles of sequencing by ligation and four-color imaging. Cost per
base was roughly one-ninth as much as that of conventional sequencing. Our
protocols were implemented with off-the-shelf instrumentation and reagents.

The ubiquity and longevity of Sanger sequenc-

ing (1) are remarkable. Analogous to semicon-

ductors, measures of cost and production have

followed exponential trends (2). High-throughput

centers generate data at a speed of 20 raw bases

per instrument-second and a cost of $1.00 per

raw kilobase. Nonetheless, optimizations of elec-

trophoretic methods may be reaching their lim-

its. Meeting the challenge of the $1000 human

genome requires a paradigm shift in our under-

lying approach to the DNA polymer (3).

Cyclic array methods, an attractive class

of alternative technologies, are Bmultiplex[ in

that they leverage a single reagent volume to

enzymatically manipulate thousands to mil-

lions of immobilized DNA features in paral-

lel. Reads are built up over successive cycles

of imaging-based data acquisition. Beyond

this common thread, these technologies di-

versify in a panoply of ways: single-molecule

versus multimolecule features, ordered versus

disordered arrays, sequencing biochemistry,

scale of miniaturization, etc. (3). Innovative

proof-of-concept experiments have been re-

ported, but are generally limited in terms of

throughput, feature density, and library com-

plexity (4–9). A range of practical and tech-

nical hurdles separate these test systems from

competing with conventional sequencing on

genomic-scale applications.

Our approach to developing a more mature

alternative was guided by several consider-

ations. (i) An integrated sequencing pipeline

includes library construction, template ampli-

fication, and DNA sequencing. We therefore

sought compatible protocols that multiplexed

each step to an equivalent order of magnitude.

(ii) As more genomes are sequenced de novo,

demand will likely shift toward genomic rese-

quencing; e.g., to look at variation between in-

dividuals. For resequencing, consensus accuracy

increases in importance relative to read length

because a read need only be long enough to

correctly position it on a reference genome.

However, a consensus accuracy of 99.99%, i.e.,

the Bermuda standard, would still result in hun-

dreds of errors in a microbial genome and hun-

dreds of thousands of errors in a mammalian

genome. To avoid unacceptable numbers of

false-positives, a consensus error rate of 1 �
10j6 is a more reasonable standard for which

to aim. (iii) We sought to develop sequencing

chemistries compatible with conventional epi-

fluorescence imaging. Diffraction-limited optics

with charge-coupled device detection achieves

an excellent balance because it not only pro-

vides submicrometer resolution and high sen-

sitivity for rapid data acquisition, but is also

inexpensive and easily implemented.
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